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The Self-Study Committee on Governance divided the decision-making structure of the college into five areas—trustees, administration, faculty, students, and alumni. The Governance Committee, headed by Mr. James Divita, then proceeded to access this committee's structure.

Phase I of the Committee on Governance included an outline report defining the role, purpose, and function of the present structure. From this phase, certain conclusions were made. Among those were: The Board of Trustees, administration, and Faculty Council call for improvements in detail, the division and function of the present needs to be evaluated from an educational institution's perspective. They include:

1. Facilities
2. The Self-Study and Planning Commission of Marian College has set up a committee on Facilities, headed by Sister Marie Bernard, in order to study and reflect upon the existing facilities and perhaps the possibilities of new ones.
3. The committee has completed a space inventory which includes the travel requirements of square feet for each room in each building on campus. This information has been compared to that which the Office of Education of U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has determined to be adequate.
4. One facility which is on campus and has not been used is a tract of wetland. While not an actual part of the committee's work, it was suggested that it be converted to a portion of the campus laboratory. With some financial assistance, the Facilities Committee hopes to attain this promising goal.

One of the busiest departments on campus is the Food Service, which is in the capable leadership of Ron Morgan. Marian's Food Service has been managed by SAGA Food Service for 10 or 11 years. Its main office in California periodically sends to the institutions that employ them a menu based on nutritional values and food variations for each day. The school cannot afford to stick to these menus and quite often does not.

Another factor is the specials. Nine specials are required throughout the school year. We have already had several—the Ice Cream excursion, Italian Night, and most recently the Halloween Night. The remaining events include German Night, European Night, and buffets for Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter. This year the cafe will be open on Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday nights when semester tests roll around.

There are a few unique services offered, too. The limited seconds' policy, not found in many college cafeterias is generally taken for granted in the cafeteria. This policy exists every night with the exception of Saturday Steak night.

There is a special section of the menu for specials. There are also 18 teams to choose from with some good, well thought-out questions.
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Thoughts On Leadership

Should a Student Board executive officer or an editor be paid? Thus was posed Marian College’s ‘question of the week.’ One reason which seemed to be the major basis for positive responses was that these people are ‘leaders’ on campus and put a fantastic amount of work into their job. This statement was well the case. Consider the following: a very small percentage of students expressed any interest in serving on committees of the Faculty Council (it u the Student Board to appoint these people). The lack of interest in these positions of decision-making for the student could be many, it is becase the student majority is unaware of these committees and their functions? Is the student majority apathetic? Or is it that the student majority is more interested in strictly social and academic activities? If we, as students, are solely interested in those courses we take and the social activities we attend, then is it valid to see the relationship between these and stu dents (of which I believe there is a relationship), then is there any need for student leaders to seek or maintain student involvement in the world of faculty and administration? My purpose is not to antagonize the students, faculty or administration, but rather to consider the possibility that if you’re in need of anything, it would be greatly appreciated if you would capitalize on our basketball program. They’ve helped us, now it’s our turn to help them. The programs will be published a bi-weekly basis, starting with the opener Saturday.

Man hasn’t solved his social problems. He still has to go around armed - to - the - teeth in a highly technological world.

CAMPUS CAROUSELING

WEDNESDAY, Nov. 10
7:00-11:00 p.m. - Variety Show Rehearsal - MH Auditorium
8:00-10:00 p.m. - WAA Volleyball - IC Gym

THURSDAY, Nov. 11
12:30-1:30 p.m. - Lecture: Mrs. Maiel Was - Library Auditorium
7:00-11:30 p.m. - Charlie Brown Rehearsal - MH Auditorium
12:00 p.m. - Med. Tech. meeting - room 157

FRIDAY, Nov. 12
8:00 p.m. - Doyle Hall Film: ‘They Came to Rob Las Vegas’ - MH Auditorium

SATURDAY, Nov. 13
Women’s Volleyball Team - Indiana Central
2:30 p.m. - Basketball: Knights vs. St. Francis - HERE Gym

SUNDAY, Nov. 14
1:00-5:00 p.m. - H.S. Science Day - ACS Biology and Conservation Club - Speaker: Robert Kryter - RM 251
1:00 p.m. - Psychology Club Meeting - Psych. Lab.
8:00 p.m. - Crowning of Homecoming Queen - MH Aud.

MONDAY, Nov. 15
4:30 p.m. - Manasa Meeting - Library Auditorium
6:00-11:00 p.m. - Indianapolis Philharmonic Rehearsal - MH Auditorium
7:00-7:30 p.m. - Women’s Volleyball - IC Gym
7:30 p.m. - Cincinnati’s Reds vs. Marian College Faculty - Brebeuf High School

TUESDAY, Nov. 16
Baby Picture Contest
12:30 p.m. - Convocation - Richard Cain: ‘Prison Reform’ - MH Auditorium
7:00-11:00 p.m. - Variety Show Rehearsal - MH Auditorium

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The following are three letters received from Dean Brames and part-time student. Operational policy for this operational policy was presented before Student Services Committee on November 17. After their approval it will then proceed to Faculty Council, Dr. Gatto, and then to the Board of Trustees in order to become official school policy. I personally would like to thank all those who have done research, helped in the writing and offered constructive criticism. I would also like to encourage the student to become acquainted with the proposal, and if you have questions please contact any of the residents. Vince Ryan, Mike Mills, Mele Tebbe, Dan Janich, Mark O’Connor, Carl Marzalek, Ruth Mauer, Jolene Griffin, Margarette Platt, Kerrian Schaefer, Camilla Consolino. This is the ultimate importance. A letter and questionnaire is being sent to the parents asking for their reaction concerning open vacation. Thanksgiving vacation offers the perfect opportunity for discussion between parents and students. Please take advantage of this opportunity for your own benefit.

Sincerely,
Camilla Consolino

Alfred F. Bromer
Dean of Student Services

On October 28, 1971, the first draft of the proposal was presented to Dean Brames for his reaction and suggested revisions. Prior to this Doyle Hall Board, Clare Hall Board and Student Board approved the proposal with the understanding that it would be subject to revision. Presently the Open Visititation Committee is in the process of completing a final draft. How-
Counseling Dept’s New Services

On Thursday, Oct. 28 at 11:30 A.M., John Van Hoose and Phil Heiner of the Counseling Department conducted a brief meeting for seniors concerning job opportunities and graduate school. It was explained that the Counseling Department is attempting to establish a long-range program to help seniors.

For those who have decided on graduate studies, catalogues have been sent for from numerous universities. These can be found in Student Services. For those seeking employment after graduation, the counselors expressed a willingness to do some of the groundwork involved in job placement. If a senior is presently undecided about his post-graduation future, he can obtain counsel both on the individual level and in group conferences. Van Hoose also expressed an interest in helping males concerned about their military future.

The counseling services initiated this year include a complete filing system to help the senior as he begins a career after graduation and the alumni for future reference. The seniors at the meeting were asked to complete and return to the Counseling Officers a personal resume and confidential credentials.

Any questions or suggestions should be directed to Van Hoose or Heiner in their offices in the SAC building.

Dave Maloney: Graduate of Marian College - 1965, is now a six-year veteran with the Indianapolis Life Insurance Co. Company here in the City.

HERE IS SOME PLAIN TALK CONCERNING STUDENT LIFE AND HEALTH INSURANCE, INCLUDING COLLEGE SENIOR PLANS. ALSO, THERE IS AN EXCITING CAREER OPENING FOR A SPECIAL AGENT IN THE STUDENT MARKET OF MARION COUNTY AND SURROUNDING AREA.
Vice Lords 13
Gods of Hellfire 12

The Vice Lords, rapidly achieving a reputation of being up for the big ones, earned a well deserved victory in the game with a hard fought 13-12 victory over the powerful Gods. The Lords started off with plenty of spirit, putting their caliber as they had to battle back from an early deficit to overtake the fired up Edmunds, many who played the final game of their intramural career.

The Gods, losing off like gangbusters, looked like they were going to make a shambles of the smaller Lords. After Stan Blenke's fumble on the kickoff was called back because of a penalty, quarterback Bill Doherty ripped consecutive strikes to receivers Larry Unser and Linda Jones which made it first and goal from the one. Doherty ambled over on the very next play and added only three minutes gone. The extra point was no good but it looked as if a rout was on as the Gods had the momentum.

But speedy Dave Jongleaux promptly switched this momentary advantage. The Gods had a 90-yard drive with the ensuing kickoff to tie the score. This run, one of the finest of the season, brought cheers and applause from the highly partisan crowd which had gathered to view the contest. Paul Gerth scooted 40 yards on a screen pass out of the right end and the Lords took a 7-6 lead.

The fired up Lords defense, anchored by Jim and Jerry Luegars, stopped the Gods next drive and gained control of the ball after a turnover. The Lords ran the ball, and gained 10 more yards. The point after try was no good and the Jays took a 7-6 lead.

The ride up Lords defense, anchored by Jim and Jerry Luegars, stopped the Gods next drive and gained control of the ball after a turnover. The Lords ran the ball, and gained 10 more yards. The point after try was no good and the Jays took a 7-6 lead.

The Lords went to work early in the second half, but Jones again thwarted the drive by intercepting a pass to give the Gods the ball. But they didn’t have it for long as former Indiana Russ Pavlak alytically picked off a key lateral to give the Lords possession deep in Gods territory. Bragan then teamed up with his favorite receiver, Jay Farrell, to move it to the 17. Big John Kirchgasser moved it down two consecutive passes but a key interference call made it first and goal from the one. Gerth hit Smith with a bullet on the next play and it was 13-2. The extra point was no good but there was plenty of time left.

An exchange of possession, John A. Smith boomed a long punt to put the Gods back in a hole. Sensing victory, hard charging Bragan nailed Doherty for a big loss in a big play. With time running out Farrell grabbed a pass for a key first down to help run out the clock. The Gods took over with only 9 seconds left.

So this was it. The Gods had to move. But they didn’t and the rest is now history. So the Gods are now gone, but they’ll not soon be forgotten. The dynasty they built here will long be remembered by faithful intramural football fans.

The Lords, who in only one season transformed the throwbacks from raw rookies to title contenders and may be starting a dynasty of their own, now go on to the big one, to catch all the marbles on Nov. 14.

Wild Bunch 54
War 0

A wild bunch of Wild bunch fullbacks, flashing championship form, took a giant set toward the title as they completely demolished the outnumbered War team by a 34-0 count. The game, observed by a fair crowd who braved the freezing temperatures, never in doubt although War made a respectable showing in the first half. The Wild Bunch, with a superior defense, methodically worked down and destroyed their out-classed opponents.

The Bunch came out with fire in their eyes, one hundred percent ready to play. This readiness was evident on the opening kickoff as speedy Terry Smith scooped 85 yards across the marble turf to paydirt despite futile War efforts to catch him from behind. Quarterback Ken Tyrrell dashed around right end with the extra point and it was 7-0. But War wasn’t about to give up. Jim Fisher gained key yardage on runs as he moved his team all the way to the Wild Bunch 20. But Dan Hayden, Wild Bunch defensive back, picked off a pass in the end zone to stop the drive and give the Bunch the ball on the 20.

Tyrrell hit Jerry Whalen with a screen pass on the second play and the hard driving back kicked 60 yards to the War 15. But the War defense, led by Mike Wilcox, tripped Tyrrell for a 10 yard loss and after several incomplete passes took over. Quarterback Fisher, once again moving his team up the field, hit Al Karason and Bill Eckman with key tosses and the second half ran out before War could dent the scoring column.

But once the second half began, the Bunch shifted into high gear and there was no stopping them.

Bank Aahus boomed the kickoff to the War 20, and the Bunch defense held and forced a punt. Smith returned it to the 42 and turned end with third down on the first play Tyrrell and Smith combined for a touchdown. Reynolds again caught a pass for the extra point and it was 21-0.

War, trying to get on the scoreboard, had a pass intercepted by Whalen and it wasn’t long before, you guessed it. Tyrrell, scrambling from the pocket, hit Smith with his third scoring pass of the half. The Jays knocked over the Snatches. The others were won by forfeits. Mike Mottram catching perfectly thrown passes from Tyrrell. Then Hayden, operated at quarterback, hit speedy Tyrrell with a pass that carried to the I and caught the War defense completely by surprise. Tyrrell then moved back to signal caller, where he hit Smith with a bullet to make it 34-0. A Tyrrell to Reynolds pass made it 14-0.

But the Bunch was just warming up. Aahus’ sideline kick was recovered by Paul Broxtmer who took off on the first play Tyrrell and Smith combined for a touchdown. Reynolds again caught a pass for the extra point and it was 21-0.

So here we are, the Wild Bunch against the Vice Lords on Super Sunday. Will it be? Can the Tyrrell-Smith combination beat the quick Vice Lord defensive back? Can the Bragan-Farrell duo put points on the board against the vicious Bunch defense? It will all be settled next week, so don’t miss it. You can be sure of plenty of excitement.

MUG RACK
311 W. 30th St.
MENU INCLUDES: Pizza, Stromboli,
Ground Steak, Beer, Wine, and now, STEAK.
924-6211
FREE DELIVERY
HAPPY HOUR 4-6 Daily